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Rapid BeagleBoard Prototyping with MATLAB and SimulinkPackt Publishing, 2013

	Leverage the power of BeagleBoard to develop and deploy practical embedded projects


	Overview

	
		Develop and validate your own embedded audio/video applications rapidly with Beagleboard
	
		Create embedded Linux applications on a pure Windows PC
	
		Full of illustrations, diagrams, and...
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The Unified Modeling Language User Guide Second EditionAddison Wesley, 2005
For nearly ten years, the Unified Modeling Language (UML) has been the industry  standard for visualizing, specifying, constructing, and documenting the  artifacts of a software-intensive system. As the de facto standard modeling  language, the UML facilitates communication and reduces confusion among project  stakeholders. The recent...
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Suse Linux Integration Guide for IBM Elogo Server Xseries and NetfinityIBM Press, 2000
This redbook will help you install, tailor and configure the SuSE Linux 7.0 distribution on different servers of the xSeries and Netfinity class. You will be instructed on how to do the basic installation, and installing and configuring different services such as Apache (http-Server), Samba (Fileserver for Windows-based networks), and Postfix (an...
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Modern C Quick Syntax Reference: A Pocket Guide to the Language, APIs, and LibraryApress, 2018

	
		Discover how C's efficiency makes it a popular choice in a wide variety of applications and operating systems with special applicability to wearables, game programming, system level programming, embedded device/firmware programming and in Arduino and related electronics hobbies in this condensed code and syntax guide. This book...
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Serial Port Complete: COM Ports, USB Virtual COM Ports, and Ports for Embedded Systems (Complete Guides series)Lakeview Research, 2007
When I wrote the first edition of this book, the RS-232 serial port was the workhorse of PC interfaces. Modems and scores of other peripherals connected to PCs via the serial ports that were present on every machine.

When the Universal Serial Bus (USB) took hold in the late 1990s, many predicted that serial ports would soon be obsolete....
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Handbook of Computer Crime Investigation: Forensic Tools & TechnologyAcademic Press, 2001
Computers can be used in virtually any type of crime, ranging from cyberstalking and child pornography to financial fraud, espionage and terrorism.  The Handbook of Computer crime investigation presents detailed technical information that can be used to help solve these crimes.

Following on the success of his introductory text, Digital...
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Security Trends for FPGAS: From Secured to Secure Reconfigurable SystemsSpringer, 2011

	It is a great pleasure for me to write this foreword about a book that comes out
	of one of the first research projects funded by ANR, the French National Research
	Agency. ANR was established by the French government in 2005 to fund research
	projects, based on competitive schemes giving researchers the best opportunities to
	realize...
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Game Programming Using QTPackt Publishing, 2016

	A complete guide to designing and building fun games with Qt and Qt Quick 2 using associated toolsets


	About This Book

	
		Learn to create simple 2D to complex 3D graphics and games using all possible tools and widgets available for game development in Qt
	
		Understand technologies such as QML,...
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Operating Systems Design and Implementation (3rd Edition) (Prentice Hall Software Series)Prentice Hall, 2006
The definitive, up-to-date introduction to operating systems: 
Core principles plus hands-on examples with the new MINIX 3 operating system

 

The...
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Math Toolkit for Real-Time ProgrammingCMP Books, 2000
Do big math on small machines Write fast and accurate library functions Master analytical and numerical calculus Perform numerical integration to any order Implement z-transform formulas Need to learn the ins and outs of the fundamental math functions in                                       

Master analytical and numerical calculus with...
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Modern Embedded Computing: Designing Connected, Pervasive, Media-Rich SystemsMorgan Kaufmann, 2012

	Modern embedded systems are used for connected, media-rich, and highly integrated handheld devices such as mobile phones, digital cameras, and MP3 players. All of these embedded systems require networking, graphic user interfaces, and integration with PCs, as opposed to traditional embedded processors that can perform only limited functions...
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CSS, DHTML, and Ajax, Fourth Edition (Visual QuickStart Guide)Peachpit Press, 2006
The Web doesn't stand still, and neither does this guide: Completely updated to cover the new browsers, standards, and CSS, DHTML, and Ajax features that define the Web today, the one thing that hasn't changed in this edition is its task-based visual approach to the topic. In these pages, readers will find friendly, step-by-step instructions for...
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